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Abstract

We consider the problem of transferring a set of �les from their given loca�

tions in a fully connected network to their respective destinations in minimum

time� The network has two unidirectional links� one in each direction� between

every pair of nodes� We assume that it takes unit time to transfer a �le across

a link and no link is used by more than one �le at any time� There is no restric�

tion on storage capacity at the nodes� The objective of the File Redistribution

Scheduling problem is to �nd routes for the �les and a schedule for the use

of the links along the routes so as to complete the transfer of all the �les in

minimum time� This problem has been shown to be NP�hard even with the

restriction that each �le must have at most one hop in its route� In this paper�

we present an e�cient polynomial time algorithm that �nds an approximate

solution to the problem� In this approximate solution� each �le has at most one

hop in its route and all the �les can be transferred within twice the time taken

by an optimal schedule�

� Introduction

In this paper� we consider the problem of scheduling the redistribution of �les in a

computer network which is fully connected� that is� between any two nodes� there are

two communication links� one in each direction� In this problem� the initial locations

of �les as well as their destinations are known beforehand� Every �le takes constant
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time �without loss of generality� assumed to be unit time� to move along any link�

Each link can be used to transfer only one �le during any time unit and every node

in the network can simultaneously send and receive as many �les as the number of

outgoing and incoming links� A �le can be moved in a store and forward fashion

along a route from its source to its destination� There is no restriction on the storage

capacity of the node� We also ignore the processing costs of the nodes in directing

the transfer of �les� this is a reasonable assumption since the complete schedule is

determined beforehand and the nodes do negligible processing during the transfer�

The objective is to �nd a schedule that minimizes the completion time of the transfer

referred to as the makespan of the schedule� The schedule includes for each �le� a

route as well as the times for usage of the links in this route� In this paper� we do not

address the issue of how the schedule is e	ciently transmitted to the di
erent nodes

of the network�

The problem is of practical importance in distributed and parallel computer sys�

tems� For example� in a distributed database system� redistribution of data is period�

ically required in order to maintain a desired level of performance usually measured

by average execution time of transactions��� In this case� the redistribution should be

accomplished as soon as possible since the system cannot be fully operational while

it is taking place� In the parallel processing context� this problem is related to the

problem of routing packets among the processors of a network ���� �� ���� In another

related problem� referred to as File Transfer Problem �FTP�� ���� �� ����� the objective

is to �nd a schedule with minimum makespan for the transfer of �les in a network

with no restriction in use of communication links but with the constraint that each

�le transfer requires communication modules at both ends� there is a limited number

of such modules available at each node� Our problem is distinct from the FTP and

to avoid confusion� we call our problem the ��le redistribution scheduling problem��

The �le redistribution scheduling problem has been shown to be intractable ���

even when the schedules are restricted to two�edge schedules� These are schedules in

which every �le has at most one hop in its route to its destination� In ���� the authors

present a two�phase approach to �nd two�edge schedules� In the �rst phase� each �le

is assigned a two�edge route and in the second phase� a schedule for use of the links

along the assigned routes is determined� The schedule determined in the second phase

allows all the �les to be transferred in minimum time for the pre�assigned routes� To

determine the routes in the �rst phase� an IP formulation and a heuristic strategy

were given� The former approach leads to an optimal two�edge schedule while the

latter had been experimentally shown to provide close�to�optimal schedules�

In this paper� we present an algorithm which is guaranteed to �nd a schedule with
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makespan that is no more than twice the makespan of an optimal schedule� In this

approximate solution� each �le has at most one hop in its route� Unlike the earlier

approach� this algorithm �nds routes as well as a schedule at the same time� We

emphasize that in proving the accuracy bound of our approximate solution� we use

a simple lower bound for the optimal makespan that in many cases may be close to

one half the optimal makespan� This indicates that our approximation algorithm can

provide an optimal solution in many �but not all� cases� The schedule determined

by our algorithm has an advantageous characteristic in that at most n packets are

queued up at a node during the �le transfer �regardless of the number of packets

involved in the transfer� where n is the number of nodes in the network� This can

reduce the bu
er capacity required at the intermediate nodes along a route�

This paper is organized as follows� In Section �� we give a formal description of

the problem with necessary notations� In Section �� we present our approximation

algorithm followed by its proof of correctness and time complexity analysis in Section

�� Finally� we summarize our results and discuss the scope of future work�

� Problem Description and Notation

A redistribution model M is a tuple �V�E� S�D�F � where

G � �V�E� is a directed graph� where V is the set of vertices representing the nodes of

the network and E the set of edges representing unidirectional communication

links� In our problem� E � f�u� v�ju� v � V and u �� vg�

F � set of �les that need to be reallocated� F � ff�� f�� � � � � fmg�

S � source function� S � F ��� V where S�fi� indicates the node where �le fi is

initially located�

D � destination function� D � F ��� V where D�fi� indicates the node to which fi

has to be transferred�

It is assumed that jV j � n and the nodes in G are numbered �� �� � � � � n� We say

that a �le f is of type �i�j� if S�f� � i and D�f� � j� Any schedule is represented

by a function S � E �N � F � f�g� where N � f�� �� �� � � �g� it is de�ned as follows�

S�e� t� �
��
�
f if �le f uses link e at time t

� if no �le uses link e at t

For each �le f � let tf �S� be the time taken by f to move from its source to its

destination in the schedule S� The makespan of the schedule S� denoted by T �S�� is
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given by maxf�F tf�S�� For a given redistribution model M � the �le redistribution

scheduling problem is one of determining a schedule with minimummakespan� We

denote the optimum makespan for M by Topt�M��

In the case of fully connected networks� the transfer model is completely deter�

mined by an n�n non�negative integer matrix which we call the �requirementmatrix��

We will use M to denote also the requirement matrix corresponding to the transfer

model M � In the requirement matrix M � M �i� j� � mij where mij is the number of

�les of type �i� j�� Let mi �
Pn

j��mij denote the number of �les having node i as the

source� and m
�

i �
Pn

j��mji the number of �les having node i as the destination�

� The Approximation Algorithm

The fact that the problem has been shown to be intractable ��� motivates us to seek

e	cient approximation strategies which guarantee schedules with bounded makespans

with respect to optimal values� In this paper� we present one such approximation

algorithm� Our algorithm constructs routes with at most one hop between sources

and destinations� Before we present the details of the algorithm� we give the intuitive

idea behind our approach� First we introduce some de�nitions and facts�

De�nition ��� The critical sum of an n � n requirement matrix M is given by

CS�M� � max
�
maxi

Pn
j��mij�maxi

Pn
j��mji

�
� A requirement matrix is perfect� if

P
jmij �

P
j mji � CS�M� for all i� or in other words� the sum of entries of the

matrix along any row or column is the same� equal to the critical sum of the matrix�

Fact ��	 For an n�n requirement matrixM � let M � max��i�n fmax�d mi

n��
e� d m

�

i

n��
eg�

Then Topt�M� 	 L� where L � dCS�M�
n��

e�

Given an n � n requirement matrix M � let us de�ne a bipartite multigraph GM �

�VM � EM�� where VM � fuij� 
 i 
 ngSfvjj� 
 j 
 ng and EM has mij edges

between ui and vj for all � 
 i� j 
 n� Suppose the requirement matrixM is an n�n

perfect matrix with CS�M� � n� As we see later� this will allow us to decompose

EM into n complete matchings where a matching is a set of edges with no vertices

in common and a complete matching includes all the vertices of the graph� Thus all

the �les that correspond to edges of a matching have no common source and common

destination and if they are routed through the same intermediate node then they do

not have con�icts in using the links� For example� in a four�node network� when a

matching contains edges ��� �� and ��� ��� we can route two �les� one of type ��� ��

and another of type ��� �� to go through an intermediate node �say� �� This means

that ��� �� �le will use the route � � � � � and at the same time� the ��� �� �le will
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use route �� �� � meaning that it will use the direct link ��� �� during the �rst time

unit� Moreover� if we assign di
erent intermediate nodes �note that there are at most

n complete matchings� to routes of the �les in di
erent matchings� then all the �les

can be routed without any con�icts in using the links and the whole transfer can be

completed in two time units� This schedule thus has optimal makespan for this case�

Extending this idea further� let us suppose that the n� n requirement matrix M

is an arbitrary perfect matrix� Then we can decompose EM into CS�M� complete

matchings� which can be divided into dCS�M�
n

e sets� each set containing n complete

matchings with the possible exception of one set that can contain less than n match�

ings� We can now do routing in dCS�M�
n

e phases� In each phase� using the approach

discussed above� we complete in � time units� the transfer of all the �les that cor�

respond to edges of the complete matchings contained in one set� Thus the whole

transfer can be completed in �dCS�M�
n

e time units� by Fact ���� this is no more than

�L and hence no more than �Topt�M��

To tackle the case when M is an arbitrary n � n matrix� not necessarily perfect�

we make use of the following result proved in �����

Lemma ��� Given any nonnegative integer square matrix M � there is a square ma�

trix Z such that M � Z is a perfect matrix and CS�M � Z� � CS�M��

The matrix Z simply indicates the �dummy� �les that need to be transferred� The

above result indicates that we can complete the transfer of all the �les in M as well

as in Z in �Topt�M�� Note that a dummy �le is not actually transferred but rather

used as a theoretical device to denote �idle� states of links in a route� We are now

ready to give the formal description of our algorithm�

Algorithm Schedule
 Given M � the requirement matrix� produces a schedule S�

begin

�� FindPerfectMatrix�M �E�W �

�� Construct a bipartite multigraph GW � �VW � EW � corresponding to the matrix W

�� r �� �

�� while EW �� � do
begin

�� FindMaxMatching�GW �R�

�� q �� �r � �� mod n

� t �� � � �r div n�
�� while R �� � do

begin

�� Pick edge �ui� vj� in R
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��� if mij � � then

begin

��� S��i� q�� t� �� fij

��� S��q� j�� t� �� �� fij

��� mij �� mij � �

��� Mark �le fij as scheduled

end

��� R �� R� f�ui� vj�g
end

��� EW �� EW �R

�� r �� r � �

end

end Schedule

A few words on the algorithm� In step �� we invoke the subroutine FindMaxMatch�

ing to �nd a maximum size matching R of the bipartite graph GW � For this� we use

the algorithm of ���� In step �� we invoke the subroutine FindPerfectMatrix to �nd

a non�negative square matrix E and a perfect non�negative square matrix W with

the same critical sum as M such that M �E � W � The proof of Lemma ��� given in

���� gives an implicit procedure to construct these matrices and we give an explicit ef�

�cient procedure below� The procedure we use is identical to the North�West�Corner

�NWC� rule used in �nding a feasible allocation in the transportation problem� In

steps ��� ��� ��� and ��� fij represents any �le of type �i� j� that has not been marked

as scheduled�

FindPerfectMatrix�M �E�W �� FindsE andW such thatW�E � M and CS�M� �

CS�W ��

begin

�� Compute mi ��
Pn

j��mij and m
�

i ��
Pn

j��mji� � 
 i 
 n

�� Initialize Eij �� � for all � 
 i� j 
 n

�� Let ai � CS�M��mi and bj � CS�M��m
�

j for all � 
 i� j 
 n

�� Find k �� minf� 
 i 
 njai � �g and l �� minf� 
 j 
 njbj � �g
�� If no such k or l exists then go to step ��

�� Ekl �� minfak� blg
� ak �� ak � Ekl and bl �� bl � Ekl

�� If ak � � then set k �� minfk � i 
 njai � �g
�� If no such k exists then go to step ��

��� If bl � � then set l �� minfl � j 
 njbj � �g
��� If no such l exists then go to step ��
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��� Go to step �

��� Wij �� Eij �Mij for all � 
 i� j 
 n

end FindPerfectMatrix

� Correctness andMakespan of the Schedule Pro�

duced

It is easy to see the termination of the proposed approximation algorithm� We need

to show that the algorithm produces a valid schedule� and also estimate the deviation

of the makespan of the schedule produced by the algorithm for a transfer model with

respect to the the optimal makespan for the same transfer model� To prove this� we

need the following result�

Lemma ��� Let �X�E� Y � be a bipartite multi�graph in which the maximal degree of

a node is p� Let X� be the set of nodes in X with degree equal to p� Then there exists

a matching M which matches X� to a subset of Y �

Proof
 See ���� pp���

Now we are ready to state the theorem that proves correctness of the algorithm�

Theorem ��	 The schedule S produced by the algorithm satis�es the following�

��	 S is a valid schedule� and

�
	 T �S� 
 �Topt�M��

Proof
 We will assume the correctness of the two procedures FindPerfectMatrix

and FindMaxMatching� To prove ��� we need to show that� under S� each �le is

assigned to use a route from its source to its destination� and no two �les are assigned

to use the same link at the same time� Note that the iteration of step � of algorithm

Schedule terminates only after all the �les �corresponding to edges of the graph EW �

are assigned a two�edge route in steps �� and ��� Suppose two �les fab and fcd� were

both assigned to use the link �i� j�� i �� j� at the same time� Then either i � a � c

and the �les are assigned routes i� j � b and i� j � d respectively or j � b � d and

the �les are assigned routes a� i� j and c� i� j respectively� In both cases� they

are assigned the same intermediate node and hence must have been part of the same

maximum matching obtained in step �� This is a contradiction since the matching

has two edges incident on the same vertex�

To prove ���� we �rst show that in every iteration of the while loop of step �� the

maximummatching found in step � has size equal to n� By Lemma ���� it is su	cient





to show that the bipartite multigraph �VW � EW � that remains at the beginning of

i�th iteration is a regular graph of degree CS�M�� i� �� When i � �� it is obvious

since step ��� returns a perfect matrix with CS�W � � CS�M�� For the inductive

step� we use the induction hypothesis and Lemma ��� to conclude that the claim

is true for i � �� Thus the while loop of step � is executed CS�M� times and in

each phase that consists of two time units� all the �les �including dummy �les� that

correspond to edges in n complete matchings can be routed from their respective

sources to their destinations� Thus the schedule has dCS�M�
n

e phases and has the

makespan t�S� � �dCS�M�
n

e 
 �L 
 �Topt�M�� �

Remark
 The bound �d �n���L
n

e obtained above for the schedule produced by our

algorithm is tight in the sense that it can be equal to optimal makespan� Consider

an n node network� where n � �� Let A be a subset of the vertex set with jAj � bn�c�
Suppose �n� �� �les need to be sent from each of the vertices in A to each vertex in

V �A� where V is the vertex set of the graph� It is obvious that the optimal makespan

is equal to �n� ��� On the other hand L � dn
� e� Thus the optimal makespan is equal

to
�

n��
dn��e

�
L� which is equal to the above bound when n is even and n divides L�

� Time Complexity

Except for steps � and � in the algorithm� the remaining steps are straightforward�

requiring only O��� time each� Step � invokes FindPerfectMatrix routine that

is easily seen to have a time complexity of O�n��� For step �� we can use the al�

gorithm of ���� For a bipartite graph G � �V�E� it has worst�case running time

O��jV j�jEj�
q
jV j�� At the beginning of the ith iteration of thewhile loop �step ��� the

graph GW has jV j � �n and jEW j � �CS�M��i���n� Suppose we de�ne a new graph

G
�

W � �VW � E
�

W � where E
�

W � f�ui� vj�j at least one edge from ui to vj in EW g�
This new graph has at most one edge between two vertices� The number of edges

of G
�

W during iteration i is at most equal to ei � minfn�� �CS�M�� i � ��ng� Note
that the graph GW has a matching of size n if and only if the graph G

�

W has a

matching of size n� Thus the complexity of step � during iteration i is given by

O��n�ei�
p
n�� Hence step � has overall worst�case running timeO�

PCS�M�
i�� �n�ei�

p
n�

� O�minfn�CS�M�� �CS�M���ngpn� which is equal to O�n �

�mminfm�ng� using the
fact that CS�M� � O�m�� where m is the number of �les� The overall complexity of

the algorithm is thus seen to be O�n� � n
�

�mminfm�ng��
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� Example

Consider a ��node fully connected network with the requirement matrix M given as

follows� �
������

� � � �

� � � �

� � � �

� � � �

	





�

Thus CS�M� � � In step � of algorithm Schedule� we create the following perfect

matrix W given below �
������

� � � �

� � � �

� � � �

� � � �

	





�

The while loop of step � is executed  times and hence the routing schedule is divided

into d��e � � phases with each phase consisting of � time units� During each iteration�

a � � � permutation matrix is identi�ed in step � of the algorithm and all the �les

corresponding to this matrix are routed through the same intermediate node� For

example� in iterations ���� we can identify the following matrices�

�
������

� � � �

� � � �

� � � �

� � � �

	





�

�
������

� � � �

� � � �

� � � �

� � � �

	





�

�
������

� � � �

� � � �

� � � �

� � � �

	





�

�
������

� � � �

� � � �

� � � �

� � � �

	





�

Using the �rst matrix� we obtain routes �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� Note that the

�rst two �les in the above routes use direct links � � � and � � � during the second

and �rst time units respectively� Also the �le of type ��� �� is a �dummy� �le and

hence is not scheduled in steps �� and �� of the algorithm� Using the remaining three

matrices� we obtain routes � � � � �� � � � � �� � � � � �� � � � � �� � � � � � and

�� �� � for the �rst two time units� For the second phase �iterations ���� we obtain

the following permutation matrices�

�
������

� � � �

� � � �

� � � �

� � � �

	





�

�
������

� � � �

� � � �

� � � �

� � � �

	





�

�
������

� � � �

� � � �

� � � �

� � � �

	





�

Using these matrices� we obtain the routes ������ ������ ������ ������ ������
� � � � �� � � � � �� � � � � � for the third and fourth time units� The makespan is
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� time units for this example� Note that the optimal makespan for this example is �

time units� to see this� let all the �les except � �les of type ��� �� use direct link and

let the two �les of type ��� �� follow routes � � � � � and � � � � � respectively�

� Conclusions

In this paper� we have given an e	cient algorithm for determining a schedule for the

�le redistribution scheduling problem in fully connected networks� This schedule has

a makespan that is within twice the optimal makespan� Among many related open

questions that we are currently investigating include the following� ��� Can we modify

the proposed approximation algorithm so that it provides a schedule with makespan

closer to optimal �especially when the optimal makespan is closer to L than to �L� �

and ��� Can we identify other cases� besides those discussed in ���� for which polyno�

mial time algorithms to determine optimal schedules exist � It is also possible to get

improved schedules by �rst computing only the routes using the algorithm proposed

in this paper and then determining the schedules using the scheduling algorithm pro�

posed in ���� The investigation of the accuracy of such schedules is also an interesting

issue to explore�
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